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In an ever-changing and dynamic world, the advent and adoption of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) across the globe has permanently altered the rules of the
game and expectations of the new digital and inter-connected economies. Traditional notions of
trans-boundary trade have in the past two decades changed dramatically to acknowledge and
embrace, at times reluctantly, the increasing number of financial transactions and trade-related
activities that take place purely via the Internet and technologically assisted tools.

The role of ICTs in advancing the growth of national economies through enhanced efficiency and
productivity, and expanded market reach is both undisputed and irreversible. It is within this vein
that adequate and strategic attention has to be placed so that these new opportunities provided
by ICTs are not purely limited and accessible only by the larger corporations within national
economies. As numerous reports have indicated, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) constitute
almost 95 percent of enterprises within the region and directly serve as both the backbone and
driver of national economies.

The Asia-Pacific region itself is currently at a critical juncture in terms of ICT adoption, where it
both hosts the fastest-growing ICT markets and ICT industries in the world and is also home to low
adoption of ICTs and low Internet penetration in some countries.The slow adoption has been due
to numerous major constraints that range from lack of skilled technical capacities to issues 
related to inadequate connectivity and infrastructure. In addition, a weak understanding of the
expectations and demands of the new digital economies has also placed many SMEs in an 
unenviable position of being unable to participate in the new digital knowledge economy.

The United Nations agencies in the region are continuously working in close collaboration with
various international development partners and civil society organizations to assist national 
governments in leveraging on ICTs, thus enabling greater effective and equitable participation in
the global and regional economy and benefit from enhanced global and regional trade and 
commerce.

The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), for
example, has worked towards a harmonized development of legal and regulatory systems for
electronic commerce in Asia and the Pacific, as well as the development of enabling policies for
trade and investment in the ICT Sector of the Greater Mekong Subregion. It has also assisted in
trade and investment promotion through effective use of ICTs in Pacific island developing 
countries. In 2006, UNESCAP established the Asian and Pacific Training Centre for Information and
Communication Technology for Development (APCICT) to build capacity of member countries in
the area of ICT for social and economic development.

It is within this context that I welcome this publication by the UNDP Asia-Pacific Development
Information Programme (UNDP-APDIP) and APCICT to provide a critically needed e-Primer that
elaborates on the concepts and definitions of the knowledge economy, the regional challenges,
and policy frameworks and recommendations for governments within the region.

UNESCAP and UNDP-APDIP have also collaborated extensively to help build the national capacities
of policy makers to formulate strategic policies and the necessary enabling environments to
encourage SMEs to take advantage of the Internet to create business opportunities in Asia and
the Pacific.

FOREWORD

 



This is premised on the fact that the appropriate adoption and utilization of ICTs within business
processes and operations of SMEs, at the minimum, will significantly strengthen national
economies and provide new opportunities for enhanced efficiency and integration and flow of
regional trade and commerce. The risk of exclusion of economies from the global and regional
economies would be daunting, should appropriate action to encourage the adoption of ICTs not
be taken by governments within the region. As such, governments within the region have a 
critical role to ensure that adequate policies and initiatives are in place and enabling 
environments are created to encourage the adoption of ICTs within business processes of SMEs.

The future and shape of the regional economic landscape is changing dramatically and it is
imperative that all efforts undertaken for a more equitable and sustainable approach towards
addressing these developments do not impede ICT adoption by SMEs in the region.

Kim Hak-Su
Under-Secretary-General, United Nations 

Executive Secretary, UNESCAP
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1

It is commonplace for governments to have policies to encourage the growth of local small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) as they can help to directly alleviate poverty by increasing income 
levels and creating jobs. However, as the global economy becomes increasingly reliant on 
information and communications technology (ICT) to receive, process, and send out information,
the small businesses within the Asia-Pacific region – which form a significant portion of their
developing economies – have yet to reap these benefits evenly. This is because obtaining such
opportunities rests largely upon the ability of SMEs to engage in the regional and global 
economic business networks which, in turn, demand provision of a prerequisite level of access to
and use of ICT.1 Unless these prerequisites are in place, these SMEs are set to lose out on 
opportunities to integrate into the global supply chain, bid for outsourcing businesses, and
increase their internal productivity and efficiency.

SMEs can benefit either as producers of ICT or as users of ICT for purposes such as increased 
productivity, faster communications and reaching new clients. However, it must be noted at the
outset that not all SMEs need to adopt ICT tools to the same degree of sophistication. The most
basic ICT tool is having communication capabilities through fixed lines or mobile phones,
whichever is more cost effective. SMEs may then use a personal computer (PC) with basic software
for simple information processing needs such as producing text or keeping track of accounting
items. Internet access enables SMEs to have advanced communication capabilities such as email,
web browsing and launching a website. SMEs in manufacturing can benefit from more advanced
ICT tools such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or inventory management.

While ICT can benefit SMEs in multiple ways, SMEs within the Asia-Pacific region have been slow
to adopt ICT as they face major constraints such as poor telecommunications infrastructure,
limited ICT literacy, inability to integrate ICT into business processes, high costs of ICT equipment,
incomplete government regulations for e-commerce, and a poor understanding of the dynamics
of the knowledge economy. To remove these constraints, governments need to do more than
merely improving ICT national policy and promoting SMEs in the ICT sector. Instead, governments
should embed ICT components into overall SME policy in a comprehensive and focused manner.
However, this does not mean that SME policy should be the same for all industries. SMEs in 
different sectors use ICT differently and will adopt them at a different pace. Additionally, SMEs
need help in translating the benefits of ICT to their core business. The willingness of SMEs to 
integrate e-business practices depends on how much it can directly improve their core business
and how much the potential benefits outweigh the definite costs. For example, a tour operator
may be more likely to purchase computers and Internet connectivity in order to service its clients
than a grocery store owner will be willing to convert its cash register system into point-of-sale
(POS) technology to better manage inventory. By recognizing these differences and focusing their
efforts on removing the constraints, governments can play an important role in encouraging SMEs
to become more effective users of ICT. This can have wider impact on national economies since
SMEs are the engines of economic growth.

This e-Primer will show why SMEs should adopt ICT, explore the possible uses of ICT, survey past
ICT policies and programmes for SMEs, and recommend possible policies for governments 
to consider.

OVERVIEW

1 Chacko, J. G., and Harris, G. ‘ICT and Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises in Asia Pacific – Size Does Matter’, in Journal of IT 
for Development (New Jersey: Wiley Periodicals, March 2005).

 



What are SMEs?

SMEs are usually enterprises that employ no more than 250 employees.The technical definition
varies from country to country in the Asia-Pacific region but is usually based on employment,
assets, or a combination of the two. Some countries have different definitions for SMEs in the
manufacturing and services sector and may exempt firms from specialized industries or firms
that have shareholdings by parent companies. Figure 1 illustrates the range of SME definitions
in the Asia-Pacific region.

Figure 1: Sample of SME Definitions in the Asia-Pacific Region

2

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

Country Definition of SME Measurement

China Varies with industry, usually less than 100 employees Employment

Hong Kong Manufacturing – 100 or fewer employees
Other – 50 or fewer employees Employment

Indonesia Less than 100 employees Employment

Japan

Wholesale – less than 100 employees or JPY 100 million
assets
Services – less than 100 employees or JPY 50 million assets
Retail – less than 50 employees or JPY 50 million assets
Other – less than 300 employees or JPY 300 million assets

Employment and 
Assets

Malaysia
Manufacturing – less than MYR 25 million or 150 employees
Services – less than MYR 5 million or 50 employees
Different for Bumiputra enterprises

Shareholders,
Funds and 
Employment

Philippines Less than 200 employees or PHP 60 million assets
Employment and 
Assets

Republic of 
Korea

Manufacturing – less than 300 employees, or KRW 8 
billion assets
Wholesale – less than 100 employees or KRW 10 billion
annual sales revenue

Employment,
Assets and 
Sales Revenue

Singapore Manufacturing – fixed assets worth SGD 15 million or less
Services – less than 200 employees

Employment and 
Assets

Taiwan

Manufacturing – less than TWD 80 million of paid-in 
capital or less than 200 employees
Other – less than TWD 100 million annual sales revenue 
or less than 50 employees

Sales Revenue
and Employment

Thailand

Manufacturing and services – less than 200 employees
or THB 200 million assets
Wholesale – less than 50 employees or THB 100 million assets
Retail – less than 30 employees or THB 60 million assets

Employment and
Assets

Source: White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Taiwan, 2006.
http://www.moeasmea.gov.tw/eng/2006whitepaper/2006white.asp

 



Concepts and Definitions 3

Why are SMEs important?

The only way to reduce poverty in a sustainable way is to promote economic growth, through wealth
and employment creation. In developing countries, SMEs are the major source of income, a breeding
ground for entrepreneurs and a provider of employment.

UNIDO, WSIS Report, February 2003

SMEs are important because on average, they comprise over 95 percent of the economy. Figure
2 illustrates the importance of SMEs to the national economy in a sample of countries from the
Asia-Pacific region. The contributions of SMEs to employment and the countries’ gross 
domestic product (GDP) are by no means trivial. As of July 2006, close to 140 million SMEs in 
130 countries employed 65 percent of the total labour force.2

Figure 2: Comparison of the Composition of SMEs in the Asia-Pacific Region3

Moreover, SMEs are the driver of economic growth and innovation. Figure 3 describes both 
reinforcing dynamics. The total number of SMEs in the economy depends on the rate of SME 
creation and rate of SME destruction. Profitable market opportunities increase the rate of SME
creation. This increases the total number of SMEs in the country, which increases job creation
and income per capita. As people become wealthier, they will increase their consumption, which
in turn will open up new market opportunities that will entice the creation of more SMEs.
Contrary to multinational corporations, the growth of SMEs directly benefits the country
because most SMEs are domestic firms. This reinforcing dynamic generates economic growth.

The reinforcing loop of innovation also drives economic growth. As the number of SMEs
increases, their knowledge of their product and industry increases. Their knowledge allows
them to innovate on the product or process, which helps them form a competitive advantage
to generate more profits. Again, market opportunity as captured by the profitability of SMEs will
encourage more people to establish their own SMEs to capture the opportunity.

Country SMEs as % of all enterprises
SME employees as % of the total
employed population

Hong Kong 98.0 60.0

Japan 98.9 69.2

Malaysia 96.1 45.0  (manufacturing)

Philippines 99.6 70.0

Republic of Korea 99.8 86.7

Singapore 99.7 57.0

Taiwan 97.7 68.8

Thailand 99.7 60.0

Source: White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Taiwan, 2006.
http://www.moeasmea.gov.tw/eng/2006whitepaper/2006white.asp

2 World Bank. International Financial Corporation Report: Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 2006.
3 Data excludes the agricultural sector.

 



Small and Medium Enterprises and ICT4

In addition, the development of SMEs can also help to achieve other development goals. SMEs
can either provide goods and services in areas critical to development, such as health and 
education, or provide a source of income to disadvantaged people. For example, efforts to
develop women entrepreneurs help increase gender equality by providing women with a
source of income.

Figure 3: SMEs are a Driver of Economic Growth and Innovation

How Has the Knowledge-Based Economy Impacted SMEs?

For countries in the vanguard of the world economy, the balance between knowledge and resources
has shifted so far towards the former that knowledge has become perhaps the most important 
factor determining the standard of living – more than land, than tools, than labour. Today’s most
technologically advanced economies are truly knowledge-based.

World Development Report, 1999

Countries in the world are moving from an industrial economy to a knowledge economy in
which economic growth is dependent on a country’s ability to create, accumulate and 
disseminate knowledge. Computers and the Internet catalyzed the growth of the knowledge
economy by enabling people to codify knowledge into a digital form easily transmitted to 
anywhere around the world. People who have access to this new wave of ICT – broadly defined
as technology that can be used for transmitting and/or processing information – are part of an
information society connected to a virtual network that constantly creates and disseminates
new information. ICT has sped up the pace of globalization and increased the complexity of
business practices because firms not only need to be familiar with their local context but also
with global developments. Thus, to compete in the knowledge economy, countries need a
strong ICT-literate skills base that can innovate and adapt quickly to change. More value is
placed on the knowledge worker than ever before. Knowledge, change and globalization are
the driving forces of the new economy.

The knowledge economy has impacted SMEs both positively and negatively. On the positive
side, because the knowledge economy relies heavily on ICT, it has led to the rapid growth of ICT
sectors. Many countries such as India, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan have created enabling

# of SMEs

Rate of SME
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Concepts and Definitions 5

environments to ensure that SMEs are well positioned to capture these emerging business
opportunities. India, for example, offered relief from import duties for IT hardware, tax 
deductions for income earned from software exports, and tax holidays, and developed 
infrastructure in Software Technology Parks.4 India’s thriving ICT sector has in turn propelled the
country’s economic growth. SMEs outside the ICT sector have also benefited by adopting ICT in
their own operations, enabling them to communicate quickly, increase productivity, develop
new business opportunities, and connect to global networks.

Conversely, the reliance on ICT in the knowledge economy means that those SMEs who have
not yet adopted ICT will have trouble surviving. For example, 60 percent of Intel’s material orders
are now done electronically.5 With e-procurement becoming mainstream in developed 
countries, SMEs that do not have that capability will not be chosen as business partners.
Additionally, SMEs that have not adapted to the faster pace and increasing complexity of the
way businesses are conducted will lose out to the increasing competition brought about by
globalization.

How Do SMEs Use ICT?

SME usage of ICT ranges from basic technology such as radio and fixed lines to more advanced
technology such as email, e-commerce, and information processing systems (see Figure 4).
Using advanced ICT to improve business processes falls into the category of e-business.7

However, not all SMEs need to use ICT to the same degree of complexity. The first ICT tool that
most SMEs adopt is having basic communications with a fixed line or mobile phone, whichever
is more economical or most convenient for their business. This allows the SME to communicate

Box 1: B2B Marketplace Opens New Buying and Selling Opportunities – 
Alibaba.com6

Alibaba.com is the largest online marketplace for both international and domestic 
business-to-business (B2B) exchanges in China. In August 2005, Yahoo! paid USD 1 
billion for 40 percent of Alibaba’s ownership stake. Alibaba International caters to SMEs 
interested in international trade. It has one million registered SMEs from over 200 
countries and territories with more than 300,000 visitors per day. It was ranked by Alexa,
which conducts independent web traffic ratings of websites around the world, as the
world’s most popular site in the categories of Import-Export and International 
Business and Trade. Alibaba also has a B2B portal for domestic businesses
(http://www.china.Alibaba.com).With over 6 million registered users that are verified by
a third-party credit agency, it is the largest online SME community in China. Members
pay an annual subscription fee that entitles them to post offers on the website. SMEs do
not need sophisticated ICT tools to join the community; only Internet access, email, and
basic use of web browsers are required. SMEs have a strong incentive to have the basic
ICT capacity to join the network because it offers them a wealth of buying and selling
opportunities.

Alibaba overcame the online payment security problem by creating AliPay
(http://www.Alipay.com), a proprietary fraud prevention system that allows any 
individual or business with an email address and credit card to make transactions online.
AliPay partners with leading banks in China including China Merchants Bank, China
Construction Bank, Agricultural Bank of China, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China.

4 NASSCOM,‘A Strategic Review of the Software Industry in India’, 1998–1999.
5 Lian, Lee Wei, ‘Net Value: Making SMEs See the Value in ICT’. The Edge Singapore, 20 June 2005.
6 http://www.alibaba.com/aboutalibaba/overview.html
7 UNDP-APDIP’s e-Primer on e-Commerce and e-Business defines e-business as “The transformation of an organization’s processes 

to deliver additional customer value through the application of technologies, philosophies, and computing paradigm of the new 
economy” (2003, p.6). See: http://www.apdip.net/publications/iespprimers/eprimer-ecom.pdf and http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/
E-Commerce_and_E-Business. Cassidy defines e-business as “the integration of people, processes, and technology to conduct 
business” (2000, p.3).

 



Small and Medium Enterprises and ICT6

with its suppliers and customers without having to pay a personal visit. After acquiring basic 
communication capabilities, the next ICT upgrade is usually a PC with basic software. Even 
without Internet connectivity, SMEs can use PCs for basic word processing, accounting,
and other business practices. With the Internet, SMEs are able to use more advanced 
communications capabilities such as email, file sharing, creating websites, and e-commerce.
This may be sufficient for most SMEs, especially those in service industries such as tourism.
SMEs in manufacturing may adopt more complex IT tools such as ERP software or inventory
management software. SMEs may adopt the tools progressively or jump immediately to
advanced ICT capabilities.

Figure 4: Progression of ICT Adoption 

What Types of Advanced ICT Products are SMEs Starting to Use?

Like any firm, an SME decides which type of ICT products to adopt based on the concrete 
benefits they can bring to its core business, the ICT capacity of its employees, and the financial
resources available. Most people are familiar with basic ICT such as fixed phone lines, mobile
phones, fax, computers, and basic document processing software – like Microsoft Office.
Advanced communication technology, however, is more complex.

Advanced communication technology relies primarily on the Internet and the intranet, which
allow people within the firm to share files with each other over the same network. Having
Internet connectivity enables firms to do faster research, set up websites, conduct e-commerce,
and set up video conferences. One of the most revolutionizing developments in advanced 

Box 2: Mobile Phone Use Transforms Business

The use of mobile phones has helped many entrepreneurs reduce costs and improve 
business processes. In many developing countries, farmers now use mobile phones to
find best prices for their produce. In a recent study by Harvard University, Professor
Robert Jenson found that the use of mobile phones reduced waste by 4.7–6 percent and
reduced price dispersion by 63–86 percent in the sardines market in Kerala.8 Some South
Africans and Kenyans have actually tied mobile phones around the necks of elephants
to track them in the jungles. According to Professor Wouter van Hoven of the University
of Pretoria’s Center for Wildlife Management, using mobile phones can reduce the cost
of tracking wildlife by 60 percent.9

Advanced 
Information
Technology
PC with advanced 
software such as 
databases, Enterprise
Resource Planning,
Inventory Management,
Customer Relationship
Management 

Advanced
Communications
Email, Internet 
browsing, video 
conferencing, intranet,
file sharing, creating
websites, e-commerce,
Voice over Internet
Protocol

Basic Information
Technology
PC equipped with 
basic software and
hardware (e.g., PC 
with proprietary
and/or free and
open-source 
software connected
to a printer)

Basic
Communications
Fixed line/mobile
phone, fax

8 Jenson, Robert. ‘Information, Market Performance and the Well-Being of the Poor: Evidence from South Indian Fisheries’. Harvard 
University (working paper).

9 ‘Cell Phone Use Changes Life in Africa’. Associated Press. 16 October 2005.
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communication technology is Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP).VoIP includes all types of voice
communication transmitted through the Internet, whether it is between computer and 
computer or in hybrid form between computer and regular phone. It competes directly with 
traditional fixed line and mobile phone operators. Users only pay for their dial-up, broadband, or
wireless Internet connection. iSuppli, a market-research firm, estimates the number of VoIP 
residential users worldwide will reach 197 million by 2010.10

Most complex of all is advanced IT. It is often very expensive, sophisticated and takes more time
to implement by a firm. SMEs can sign up for one or all available services. In order to reduce
costs, some firms opt to outsource this component or use an application service provider (ASP)
that provides functional software capabilities over the Internet. Figure 5 lists the major types of
products.

Figure 5: Major Products of Advanced Information Technology

Box 3: Skype Revolutionizes Communication Technology

Skype (http://www.skype.com) is one of the most popularly used VoIP programmes.
It allows users to talk for free over the Internet after downloading a simple free 
programme onto their computers. Skype also offers additional services for a low price.
To connect with parties who use ordinary phones, Skype offers at a lower price ‘Skype In’,
which allows people to call a Skype user with a regular phone, and ‘Skype Out’, which
allows a Skype user to call a regular phone (starting from USD 0.02 per minute). Skype’s
growth has been astounding. In less than three years, it has attracted over 54 million
worldwide subscribers, of which about 30 percent – primarily SMEs – use Skype for 
business purposes.11 eBay acquired Skype for USD 2.6 billion in cash and shares in
September 2005.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
ERP offers a single repository for information on all business functions – human resources,
manufacturing, inventory, marketing, sales, accounting, and tax. It allows all levels of a 
business to obtain real-time management information for their area of responsibility.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
CRM software integrates people and technology to maximize external relationships.
Functionality includes: sales contact management, activity history, order entry, customer 
service and support, field service, lead generation, data mining, etc.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
SCM software helps streamline the procurement of raw materials and delivering of finished
products. It helps to decrease error rates, delays, and to increase efficiency. e-Procurement is
often a part of SCM.

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) 
EAI integrates different types of ERP and other software systems through a common problem
in order to synchronize the processing, storing, and transmitting of information.

Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing (RPM)
Over the next 20 years, RPM will have a profound effect upon the global manufacturing 
technology. RPM can reduce the new product design phase from 90 days to just three days.
It is still an infant industry based upon newly invented technologies, but it is apparent that
RPM will dramatically reduce the cost and time required to convert a new product design to
a practical manufacturing process.

Knowledge Management (KM)
KM systems help a firm to better organize and share the knowledge of its employees. They
help the firm take better advantage of its human resources.

10 The Economist, 17 September 2005, pp. 69–71.
11 ’Cost savings by making the switch. Voice over IP for SMEs’. Financial Times, 23 March 2005.

 



Why Should SMEs Adopt ICT? 

SMEs are often the main driver for a country’s economic growth. However, as the number of
SMEs increases, competition increases, which then results in a decrease in prices, customer base,
or both. This in turn will erode existing profits, creating less incentive for people to start SMEs.
This dynamic is captured by balancing feedback loops where the greater the number of SMEs,
the greater the competition, resulting in a slower rate of growth for SMEs (see Figure 6, left).
To counter the increasing competition, firms can lower prices, increase promotion of their 
product, improve their product, add new distribution channels, and/or improve their internal
processes (see Figure 6, right). The challenge is to counter competition when the firm still has
the financial resources to do so. Otherwise, once the pressure of competition sufficiently 
erodes the SME’s profits, it will no longer have resources to counter the competition and will
have to exit the market.

Figure 6: A Systems Dynamics View of Firm Response to Competitive Pressures

Foreign firms in both the import and export markets further add to competitive pressures,
especially if they react faster to improve their product, process, promotion, or distribution 
channels.This is the problem of the Digital Divide.When firms in developed countries adopt ICT,
firms in developing countries will lose out on the competition. This in turn can slow the growth
rate of SMEs and hurt the economy as a whole.

ICT can thus play a very important role because it can help SMEs both create business 
opportunities and combat pressures from competition. Appropriate ICT can help SMEs cut costs
by improving their internal processes, improving their product through faster communication
with their customers, and better promoting and distributing their products through online 
presence. In fact, ICT has the potential to improve the core business of SMEs in every step of the
business process. Figure 7 uses Porter’s value chain to summarize various ways that ICT can 
benefit a firm.
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In countries where SMEs are only starting to adopt basic ICT, obtaining a fixed or mobile phone
line can help their business. It can replace the time and costs necessary for face-to-face 
communication. In countries where SMEs already have basic ICT, adopting more advanced ICT
still brings enormous benefits. Advanced communication technologies such as email can 
help firms communicate faster and cheaper with both its suppliers and clients. In 2000, an
organization that uses paper took on average 7.4 days to move a purchase from request to
approval, but if done electronically, only took 1.5 days.12 Advanced ITs such as ERP software can
capture cost savings (see Figure 8). Beyond cost savings, SCM software can also help increase
productivity, efficiency of inventory controls, and increase sales through closer relationships and
faster delivery times (see Figure 9).

Figure 7: Benefits of ICT Tools Categorized under Porter’s Value Chain 
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Why Have So Few SMEs Adopted ICT?

Given the benefits that ICT can bring to SMEs, SMEs in most developing countries in the 
Asia-Pacific region still have been slow to adopt it. For example, 90 percent of Thai SMEs still use
basic communication technology such as fixed phone line and fax, and only 1 percent use CRM
software. Meanwhile, their counterparts in developed countries are using advanced ITs.

One cause of limited adoption is the lack of dynamism between ICT firms and SMEs outside of
the ICT sector. ICT firms have not provided goods and services tailored to SMEs in the past
because demand from SMEs has been low. However, their demand is low in part because ICT
products available in the market are too complex and expensive. The result is a vicious cycle of
limited supply and limited demand that ultimately excludes SMEs from the benefits of ICT.
Other factors also contribute to the limited supply and demand of ICT for SMEs:

Figure 8: Cost Reductions from Enterprise Resource Planning13

Figure 9: Cost Reductions from e-Procurement and Supply Chain Management
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Supply Side

1. Poor communications infrastructure results in limited access and higher costs.
Many developing countries still have poor communications infrastructure. Outdated equipment
and state-owned monopolies often result in expensive charges and limited coverage,
especially in rural areas. This discourages SMEs from adopting even the basic ICT of fixed lines
or mobile phones.

2. Most advanced ICT products are designed for larger firms and not SMEs.
ICT firms used to target large enterprises because they had a larger budget and were willing to
pay for more complex ICT services. Their products are often too expensive and too complex for
SME users. However, competition in this market is making firms – both large and small – turn
their attention towards the untapped SME market. Rosetta, for example, is pushing to capture
SME customers by lowering prices by 50 percent and increasing awareness.16

Demand Side

1. Limited ICT literacy of SME owners hinders their ability to choose the appropriate 
technology and understand the concrete benefits it can bring to their business.
Many SME owners are unfamiliar with operating a computer, are skeptical of the concrete 
benefits to its core business, and have the stereotype that ICT is only for larger companies. Even
if they have the will and financial resources to integrate ICT into their core business,
SME owners are often at a loss when needing to choose the most appropriate and cost-efficient
product.

Box 4: Examples of ICT Firms Entering the SME Market

In India, SAP launched pre-packaged, cost effective, and ready-to-plug-in ‘mySAP all-in-
one solutions’ for SMEs in mid-2003.Two months later, Oracle launched a special edition
of its e-business suite for the segment in India.This pre-configured package of business
applications is designed specifically for Indian companies that have a turnover in the
range of USD 5 million to USD 80 million. The new Oracle solutions can be implemented 
rapidly within 10 to 40 days and save 60 to 70 percent on the cost when compared to
traditional implementations.The special edition was priced at USD 32,000 for a financial
solution complete with installation, hardware, maintenance, and software licences for 10
users. An enhanced bundle of products including financial, distributing, manufacturing,
and purchasing solutions was priced at USD 52,000. The lower total cost of ownership
was achieved through reduced complexity in the solution implementation, eliminating
the need for extra administration resources, and lower entry pricing so that investments
can scale-up with business growth.

In terms of smaller firms, TBelmah Strategies, a Malaysian firm, created an ICT-aided 
manufacturing solution that integrates quality, productivity, and cost improvements.
The software is cost effective, has 70 applications, and can be used by the electrical and
electronics, moulding, rubber, and metal fabrication sectors.The firm is going into other
countries such as Indonesia.17 HK Comp Technology developed NIIX, a software that
saves SMEs time by sorting through thousands of pages to gain ISO status.18 It improves
recordkeeping to meet new disclosure requirements and auditing practices, and 
harmonizes national financial reporting methods with international standards.
In Thailand, TRUE launched an ‘all-in-one solution’ that offers services for SMEs in 
communications, marketing, business processes, and office management.

16 Lian, Lee Wei, ‘Net Value: Making SMEs See the Value in ICT’. The Edge Singapore, 20 June 2005.
17 ‘Belmah to Make Inroads into Indonesian ICT Market’. Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 23 March 2005.
18 ’Wider Outreach for Software Market, Says Rafidah’. Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 9 May 2005.
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2. Limited ICT literacy of employees in SMEs hinders ICT adoption.
Even if SME owners have a strategic understanding of why they should adopt ICT, their staff is
often untrained. Training costs both time and money – resources that SMEs usually lack.

3. Adopting ICT is an adaptive challenge, not a technical challenge.
Adopting ICT is a difficult task for companies of all sizes, whether they are in developed or 
developing countries. In fact, a lot of management literature focuses on the organizational
changes that firms must go through in order to effectively adopt ICT because they change the
way firms do business.While the changes may be beneficial in the long run, they often hurt one
department and strengthen another. For example, Zhang Hongwei, senior consultant with
D'Long International Strategic Investment, comments that “in order to make ERP‘s cost-saving
and efficiency-building features work, managers must be willing to take measures that can be
anathema in the state-owned sector, such as selling businesses, laying off workers, and 
changing longstanding vendor relationships. All of this can be tough to do.”19 Thus, SME owners
are often reluctant to bring their firm through a learning curve that may be difficult and costly.

4. Lack of financing options limits SME ability to purchase ICT.
Lack of financing and appropriate technology is clearly a major handicap to developing 
country producers and exporters, and it inhibits developing countries from deriving full 
benefits from their trade rights.

Rubens Ricupero, Secretary General of UNCTAD, 18 February 2002, Geneva

SMEs usually have limited ability to make larger investments in their firm due to the lack of
financing options. Given the financial squeeze, IT budgets are usually small or nonexistent. In
addition, adopting ICT is not a one-time cost because there are ongoing costs of maintenance,
upgrading, and human capacity building.

5. Lack of financial and legal infrastructure.
SMEs may still be hesitant to engage in e-commerce due to undeveloped legal policy for 
electronic payment and security issues. Many Asian banks, a key link in the e-commerce chain,
have not even adopted online banking in their own systems.

In the end, the definite costs of identifying the right goods and/or service, finding staff to 
manage it, taking the company up the learning curve, and obtaining financial resources are not
perceived to justify benefits.

Why Have Past Government Interventions Been Met with Limited
Success?

Many governments have not explicitly focused on ICT adoption by SMEs in the non-ICT sector.
They have either focused on growing the ICT sector or supporting the growth of SMEs, but they
have not focused on integrating the two areas to implement broad-based policies (see Figure
10). Since most SMEs who can benefit from the use of ICT are not in the ICT sector, they have not
been able to receive the benefits.

19 Yinyu, He.‘ERP: Not Suitable for China?’ CFO Asia, May 2004. http://www.cfoasia.com/archives/200405-07.htm
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In addition, workshops and training seminars, the most common way for governments to
encourage ICT adoption by SMEs, often did not tailor the content to the type of audience20 and
did not focus enough on the concrete benefits. To encourage SMEs to adopt ICT, efforts first
need to concentrate on convincing top management that implementing ICT can improve their
business, whether through cost savings or enabling expansion to new markets. This is because
these managers determine the overall strategy of the firm, and they make the decision whether
or not to adopt ICT. Middle management are usually the ones to implement the ICT project and
thus need to have a deeper knowledge of how to implement it, so their training should include
a mix of strategy and implementation skills. Frontline employees are the ones who will use ICT
on a daily basis. It is therefore more important to concentrate their training on the actual skills
required than on the strategic benefits of ICT. The difference in training based on the roles of
people in the firm is characterized in Figure 11.

Figure 11: ICT Training by Management Level21 

Figure 10: Breakdown of Types of Government Interventions
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20 Srivastava, Shirish, and Teo, Thompson 2004. IT Training as a Strategy for Business Productivity: A Framework for Small and 
Medium-Sized Enterprises in Asia. http://www.pacis-net.org/file/2004/S29-001.PDF

21 Adopted from Srivastava and Teo, 2004.
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This framework is supported by ICT consultants in the field. Zhang Hongwei comments that,
“top management and the quality assurance function in its broad sense are best positioned to
be directly involved in pushing for ERP implementation, and the number two of a company
should be the project leader.”22

Box 5: Malaysia’s Effort Met with Resistance

Malaysia has about 100,000 SMEs. According to the International Data Corporation (IDC),
SMEs spent USD 782 million on ICT, and investments will be growing at a compounded
growth rate of 11.4 percent between 2002 and 2007.23 While most of the SMEs are aware
of the potential benefits of ICT, they are unsure of how to select the right solution.24

Malaysia has tried to increase the ICT capabilities of its SMEs. The Malaysian Industrial
Development Finance offers 75 percent financing at a 3 percent interest over five years
for SMEs to buy ICT applications. Loan amounts can be anywhere between MYR 20,000
and MYR 250,000. The Small and Medium Industry Association of Malaysia has also
signed a memorandum with TM Net (a local Internet Service Provider) to increase 
broadband usage among SMEs.25 However, the efforts have not been fully translated
into results. Of the SMEs in manufacturing, only about 10 percent of SMEs have used ERP,
10.1 percent CRM software, 13 percent computer-aided manufacturing, and 24.8 
percent computer-aided design.26 Of SMEs as a whole, only 30 percent have a web 
presence and use ICT extensively in daily operations.27

22 Yinyu, He.‘ERP: Not Suitable for China?’ CFO Asia, May 2004. http://www.cfoasia.com/archives/200405-07.htm
23 Jamal, Noor Soraya.‘SMES Aware of ICT, but Clueless about the Right Solutions’. Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 7 May 2005.
24 Jamal, Noor Soraya.‘SMES Aware of ICT, but Clueless about the Right Solutions’. Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 7 May 2005.
25 Lian, Lee Wei, ‘Net Value: Making SMEs See the Value in ICT’. The Edge Singapore, 20 June 2005.
26 Malaysia’s 2003 SME Performance Report.
27 Jamal, Noor Soraya.‘SMES Aware of ICT, but Clueless about the Right Solutions’ Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 7 May 2005.
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What are Basic Questions to Consider Before Designing Policies and
Programmes?

In order to better design programmes to increase ICT adoption, it is useful to review the current
related policies, which industries to target, what barriers to target, and how to best reach the
SMEs. The following questions provide a basic guideline.

Existing policies and programmes
1. What are existing ICT policies?
2. What policies/programmes does the country currently have for SMEs?
3. What are existing policies/programmes that encourage SMEs to adopt ICT?

Who to target
4. In which industries do revenues from SMEs comprise over 50 percent of total revenues?
5. How do the top five export industries in the non-ICT sector use ICT?

What barriers to target
6. What percentage of the population is connected via fixed lines, mobile phone lines and/

or the Internet?
7. How expensive are ICT connection charges compared to neighbouring countries?
8. What is the level of ICT literacy?
9. What options do SMEs have for accessing financing? How difficult is it?
10. How do SMEs currently use ICT?
11. Are firms in the ICT sector starting to target SMEs? If so, how?
12. What percentage of firms have started to use e-commerce, both B2B and 

business-to-customer (B2C)?
13. How developed is the legal infrastructure for online transactions?

How to target
14. What government support agencies are there for SMEs?
15. What other support agencies/programmes exist for SMEs? How strong is their 

institutional capacity?
16. How and from whom do SMEs receive industry information?

What is an Effective Strategy for Designing Policies and Programmes? 

1. Target entire industries that are most likely to benefit immediately from ICT.
Targeting entire supply chains will allow the efforts to be more focused, specific and concrete.
In terms of ICT adoption by SMEs, most countries are still at the beginning stages of the 
S-shaped technology diffusion curve. In order to induce mass adoption of ICT and be on the
steeper slope of the S-curve, government efforts should target SMEs characterized as innovators
and early adopters (see Figure 12). Beyond being risk takers, these SMEs should be firms that
have the most contact with foreign suppliers and clients, which usually are the tourism/
hospitality and export industries. Effective usage of ICT requires both parties to have 
compatible technology, and since their suppliers/clients most likely have already adopted ICT,

GENERAL POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR ICT
ADOPTION BY SMEs
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SMEs can reap the benefits of ICT very quickly. Targeting supply chains and specific industries
quickly increases the rate of adoption, which increases the total number of SMEs that use ICT.
This will increase the overall awareness of the benefits of ICT and encourage adoption by other
industries.

Figure 12: Models of Technology Adoption

ICT adoption in tourism industries usually involves using advanced communication 
technologies such as email and the Internet. Having an online presence creates an important
new marketing channel for the SMEs. In 2004, over 30 percent of US adults used the Internet for
travel research or bookings.30 The tourism board can play the role of creating a portal that leads
to individual websites in order to help increase site traffic. It can also establish an e-commerce
platform that SMEs can sign up for without having to adopt it themselves.

ICT adoption in export industries often involves encouraging ICT adoption over an entire 
supply chain. Firms are more likely to adopt ICT if their peers, suppliers, and clients are adopting
ICT as well.This can help increase the competitiveness of the industry as a whole. Datuk Kalsom
Abdul Rahman, Chairman of Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation, Malaysia
commented, “if one of the largest global suppliers has seen the value of adopting technology
into their operation, our plastics manufacturing sector should consider moving in the same
direction.”31

ICT adoption can also involve building an industry or export portal. For example, Taiwan’s
Council of Agriculture32 launched several websites to provide another marketing channel for
Taiwan’s agriculture producers. The government portal itself received over 1,343,236 visits
between January 2005 and mid-August 2005. AgExporter Web is a B2B website that connects
importers to Taiwanese producers. Similarly, the Korean government created the Korean
Marketplace Website33 to showcase products of Korean SMEs to global buyers. Local SMEs can
easily connect to the global network by posting offers to buy or sell products. The site 
currently hosts over 20,000 homepages of SMEs and e-catalogues of over 120,000 products.

2. Efforts to increase awareness should focus on concrete benefits, be industry specific,
and target the right audience.
Governments need to understand where SMEs are in their decision-making process in order to
conduct more focused workshops. Since adopting ICT requires investment in both time and
financial resources, SMEs generally go through distinct stages of careful analysis (see Figure 13).
Initially, the SMEs become aware of the benefits that ICT can bring to their core business
through channels such as word of mouth, media, and workshops. If they believe that ICT indeed
has the potential to improve their business, they proceed to the next stage, where they 
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consider whether or not to adopt ICT. In this stage, SMEs try to find out the exact costs and 
benefits of implementing ICT by obtaining price quotes and seeking advice from supporting
agencies or other SMEs. The best way to describe the benefits of ICT is to use terms that the
owners are familiar with, such as rate of sales growth, market share, return on investments, cost
reduction, and development of new products or markets. This way, SME owners can connect
abstract ICT benefits with how ICT can concretely affect their core business. They need to 
internalize the benefits before they are willing to make an investment. When SMEs become
convinced that the benefits do in fact outweigh the costs, they will begin to adopt ICT into their
business practice. If the experience proves to be positive, SMEs may either increase their 
investment or move towards the final stage of using ICT to innovate in their business practices.
SMEs generally prefer products and services that are easy to use, easy to implement, and 
low cost.34

Figure 13: Stages of ICT Adoption 

The Hong Kong Productivity Council,35 for example, sponsors various sector-specific 
programmes that help businesses increase productivity through better utilization of ICT
resources. Their ERP Centre36 provides training, consulting, and a software platform for its 
subscribers. In addition, the Institute of Professional Education and Knowledge of Hong Kong
provides e-learning courses by sector.37

Awareness Consideration Adoption Innovation

Box 6: Lessons Learned from Europe’s Go Digital Awareness Campaign38

Increasing ICT adoption among SMEs is also a challenge among many developed 
countries. The European Commission launched a Go Digital Awareness Campaign
between 2001–2003 to identify barriers faced by SMEs in adopting e-business, receive
feedback on best strategies to overcome these obstacles, liaise with regional and 
national e-business policy initiatives, and disseminate best practices. The campaign,
which included 136 events and 1,550 participants, contracted local partners. The 
following lessons were derived from the experience:

1. Many SMEs are still unclear about the benefits of ICT, are confused by the technical 
terms, have stereotypes, and think that e-business is better suited for large companies.

2. Events need to focus on concrete benefits and realistic targets.
3. The best way to reach SMEs is to leverage existing networks.
4. ICT training is critical.
5. Resources and costs matter more for SMEs than for large enterprises.
6. Many IT solutions are too expensive and not trusted.
7. Not all e-business solutions benefit SMEs.

34 Lian, Lee Wei, ‘Net Value: Making SMEs See the Value in ICT’. The Edge Singapore, 20 June 2005.
35 Hong Kong Productivity Council. http://www.hkpc.org 
36 Hong Kong Enterprise Resource Planning Centre. http://www.e-factory.org 
37 Institute of Professional Education and Knowledge. http://www.ittdc.org
38 Go Digital Awareness Campaign 2001–2003.
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3. Decrease the barriers to ICT adoption.
Even if SMEs are aware of the benefits of ICT, they will only adopt ICT if they can overcome the
barriers to its adoption. The lack of affordable and accessible ICT infrastructure is the first 
obstacle that SMEs need to overcome, whether they are adopting basic ICT such as phones or
more advanced ICT such as e-commerce (see Figure 14). The next obstacle is human capacity.
Users must understand how to use ICT and how it will change the way they do business.
This obstacle is more prominent for advanced ICT such as e-commerce and ERP software than
for basic ICT such as phone lines and fax. The third obstacle to overcome is financing. This is a
problem for both basic and advanced ICT. Having the appropriate legal framework is the last
obstacle to overcome because it mainly applies to online transactions. SMEs can still adopt
phone lines, email, and many e-applications without a well-defined legal structure.

Figure 14: Barriers to ICT Adoption

Governments can and have addressed these barriers to adoption in several ways.

Infrastructure
Governments can help SMEs reduce ICT connection costs and increase coverage by further
expanding its infrastructure, offering subsidies, encouraging ICT providers to have special 
discounts for SMEs, equipping incubators with ICT at a reduced cost, or allowing alternative
methods of communication such as VoIP. The Philippines National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA) has taken a drastic step to push for the full deregulation of VoIP. In most parts
of the world, governments are more inclined to ban VoIP because it is in direct competition with
state-owned telecommunication companies and will decrease government revenues from
incoming international call tariffs. NEDA however, firmly believes that VoIP can help spur 
‘growth, investment, and jobs’ because it can reduce charges for international calls by 75 percent. 39

Human capacity
Ways that governments can help increase ICT adoption among SMEs include hosting training
workshops that are flexible and tailored to specific industries, employees’ position and role, or
software/hardware applications; providing subsidies for ICT training; and creating opportunities
for firms to try the technologies hands on. Singapore, for example, launched an Infocomm
Competency Programme from November 2003 to March 2005 to increase the computer 
literacy of its workforce. The programme subsidized SGD 5.00 per trainee per hour for SMEs on
broad-based ICT courses such as Microsoft Office applications, desktop publishing, workgroup
applications and webpage design.40
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39 NEDA Press Release, 22 February 2005. http://www.neda.gov.ph/ads/press_releases/pr.asp?ID=559 
40 Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore. http://www.ida.gov.sg 
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Financing options
Governments can increase the affordability of ICT through grants, credits, leasing options, and
tax incentives. To encourage SMEs to use ICT equipment to increase productivity, the Japanese
government allows corporations to deduct up to 6 percent of total lease payment on 
brand-new machines from annual income tax payments. The government also subsidizes up to
25 percent (with a cap at JPY 2.5 million) lease payments for corporations in agribusiness 
management, lumber supply, and aquaculture.41 The government can also rent software.
For example, the ICT Ministry of Thailand created the Eua Athon Software Project that allows
registered SMEs with around THB 300,000 to rent software for a monthly rental fee of THB 500.
SMEs interested in renting software can download a freeware version at http://www.smese.net.
The Ministry is also expanding the available software from 160 programmes to 1,000.42

Additionally, governments can also encourage the private sector to lend to SMEs and/or 
innovate on-payment options. For example, pay-as-you-go models are better suited for SMEs
than a high one-time payment.

Legal framework
The government needs to take the initiative to establish the legal framework. Singapore, for
example, passed the Electronic Transaction Act44 and Electronic Transactions Regulations45

between 1998 and 1999 to legitimize electronic signatures in the legal framework. This 
provided a foundation for key public and private sector leaders, including the Monetary
Authority of Singapore, Cisco Systems, and Visa International, to develop more secure 
e-payment services over a public key infrastructure.

Box 7: Private ICT Financing Schemes

In 2004, the president of Cisco Systems established a USD 50 million financing facility to
help Korean SMEs adopt and deploy networking technologies.The facility is established
by the Cisco Systems subsidiary, Cisco Systems Capital Korea, which provides leasing and
other financial solutions to Korean customers.

Cisco Systems Capital Korea has arranged over USD 250 million in lease, loan, and 
instalment payment financing to Korean service providers and large enterprise 
customers since its establishment in 1999. It now expands these programmes to SMEs.
The company offers flexible leasing and instalment payment programmes as an efficient
way of reducing total IT investments for companies that want to regularly upgrade 
networking equipment to enhance productivity and sustain competitiveness, while
reducing their initial capital expenditures.

In Malaysia, Maybank teamed up with Intel to enhance the ICT capacity of the SME 
sector. Maybank offers two financing schemes. Maybank ITplus package allows SMEs to
make purchases from MYR 15,000 to MYR 500,000 repaid over three years. Maybank Ezy
Pay Scheme provides an interest-free instalment of 12 to 18 months for ICT purchases
below MYR 15,000. This responds to government calls to provide more ICT finance for
SMEs. Twenty-one percent of the bank’s loan base is composed of SMEs.
(http://www.maybank2e.net)43

41 Leasing Policies. http://www.leasing.or.jp/english/index.html
42 ‘The ICT Launches “EUA ATHON Software” Project’. Thai Press Reports, 10 June 2004.
43 ’SMES Bank's Venture Capital Fund able to Produce More New Entrepreneurs’. Bernama The Malaysian National News Agency, 2 October 2005.
44 http://www.ida.gov.sg/Policies%20and%20Regulation/20060420164343.aspx
45 Salient Features of the Certification Authority Regulations.

http://www.ida.gov.sg/Policies%20and%20Regulation/20060613111018.aspx
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4. Create locally relevant resources online.
In a study commissioned by the Asia Foundation on ICT use among SMEs in Indonesia,
Philippines and Thailand, results showed that SMEs use the Internet primarily for email and
research, but only browse websites for promotions rather than for e-commerce due to security
concerns.46 One problem with web browsing in developing countries, however, is the lack of
locally relevant content. In addition, most web content is in English, which could cause a 
language barrier. Governments can help overcome this barrier by creating resource centres.

5. Partner with other organizations.
Governments should partner with international organizations, industry associations, chambers
of commerce, and local NGO/SME support agencies in order to obtain technical expertise,
financial support, and local knowledge.

Box 8: Examples of Other National Web-Based Resources47

Improving the access to and quality of information available to SME owners and 
operators is a core purpose of many projects. Many have accomplished this through
online portals that provide a variety of information and resources.

In India,Technology Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship Information Service
(TIME IS) aims to assist technology entrepreneurs in finding technologies, projects,
funding options and information about policy environments, incentive schemes and
industrial infrastructure available in a country, covering both the central and state
governments. It also aims to provide entrepreneurs with online interactive tools and 
templates for creating project profiles, feasibility reports, tax returns, calculating 
financial ratios and profitability, estimating the market potential, and help desk services
to assist entrepreneurs in finding solutions to their queries related to technology,
finance, and management.48

In Nepal, Thamel49 provides an online directory of Nepalese SMEs sorted by industry,
an e-commerce site, a chat room for local businesses, and information services such as
business news and currency exchange rates.

The Online Business Information Service (OBIS)50 supports local enterprises in the
Solomon Islands by sharing Internet-researched answers to business questions from
entrepreneurs. The information OBIS collects regarding microfinance, equipment, raw
materials, market opportunities, buyers, business ideas, and technical assistance 
supports the start up and expansion of local ventures, and promotes private sector
investment in indigenous enterprises.

Agricultural entrepreneurs are also able to make use of information portals.The website
http://b2bpricenow.com in the Philippines aims to improve the access to agricultural
information for the private sector; in particular, local farmers, herders, and transporters
of agricultural products. The website lists both local and global commodity prices, and 
focuses on helping rural farmers obtain the most accurate and up-to-date information
possible. These types of projects enable local businesses to omit intermediaries and 
directly engage in market pricing, cost evaluation, and sales.

46 UNDP-APDIP e-Primer: e-Commerce and e-Business, p. 24.
47 World Resources Institute Digital Dividends Project.
48 http://www.techno-preneur.net
49 http://www.thamel.com
50 http://www.commerce.gov.sb/Online_Business_Information_Service.htm
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International organizations
International organizations can offer regional knowledge-sharing and training workshops,
provide funding support, help build local capacity, and organize technical cooperation 
arrangements between countries within the region. For example, UNESCAP created the Asian
and Pacific Centre for the Transfer of Technology (APCTT) to promote the transfer of 
technology to and from SMEs in the Asia-Pacific region. The Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) has hosted the e-ASEAN Public Key Infrastructure Forum, the Cyberlaws 
seminar, and e-commerce programmes to create business environments that support 
e-commerce development in the region and SMEs in international trade. It has also published a
framework to assist countries with the development of e-commerce legislation. The
International Network for SMEs (INSME)51 is an international association with a mission to 
stimulate trans-national cooperation, and public and private partnership in the field of 
innovation and technology transfer to SMEs.

Local industry associations
Local industry associations can leverage their existing membership base to diffuse information
and create programmes. Their specific know-how of the industry can help create workshops
that are more relevant to the needs of SMEs and can highlight industry-specific benefits. They
are a key local partner in encouraging ICT adoption by industry.

Chambers of commerce
Similar to industry associations, governments can use their network and membership base to
diffuse information and implement programmes. For example, the National Productivity Council
(NPO) of Pakistan and the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) are working
together to provide SME consulting, financing, and training free of charge (and at times, training
abroad) in order to boost the productivity of its industries. The role of KCCI is to mobilize its
members to participate in the NPO workshops and provide in-depth industry information.52

Local NGO/SME support agencies
Local NGOs and other SME support agencies can also help implement various programmes. For
example, they can create portals, provide training programmes, help organize entrepreneurs at
the grass-roots level, and provide low-cost or free ICT consulting services for SMEs.

In conclusion, the overall strategy targets entire industries that are most likely to benefit 
immediately from ICT, increases awareness on industry-specific and concrete benefits,
decreases barriers to ICT adoption, creates locally relevant resources online, and partners with
other organizations.

51 http://www.insme.info/page.asp
52 ‘MOU Signed For Boosting Industrial Productivity’. Business Recorder, 1 May 2005.
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It is in the interest of governments within the Asia-Pacific region to fully ensure the relevant
adoption of ICT within their SME sectors to both increase their internal efficiency and 
productivity, as well as facilitate their entry into the global marketplace. The obvious benefits 
of increased job creation, public revenue, and a general rise in the standard of living provides
enormous opportunities to narrow social and economic inequalities, thus helping to achieve
broader national development goals.53

To stimulate the adoption and utilization of ICT by SMEs, developing countries within the region
have deployed a wide range of policies, and have launched many different actions and ad-hoc
initiatives. However, more often than not, other policy areas where ICT plays an important and
complimentary role – such as in trade and investment, education, infrastructure, law, and 
national security environment – have been neglected.

What is currently required within the Asia-Pacific region is a coherent and comprehensive host
of e-strategies that are both practical and relevant, and that consist of actions, priorities,
implementation, and resources that operate on a cross-sectoral basis. It is without a doubt that
the harmonizing of these ICT and SME strategies and initiatives within a larger cross-sectoral
economic development would perhaps be one of the biggest challenges governments will 
continue to face within an ever-evolving digital economy.54

In line with this, there are three key essential recommendations for governments to take into
consideration while developing their initiatives to encourage the adoption of ICT by SMEs:

4 Raise awareness of the benefits of ICT;
4 Strengthen ICT literacy and build capacity in the alignment of business and ICT strategies; and
4 Create enabling environments for the adoption and growth of ICT firms.

Raise awareness of the benefits of ICT.

One of the key problems facing the Asia-Pacific region has been the fact that many SMEs are not
aware of the benefits and the direct financial gains to be attained by adopting ICT. A weak
understanding of the potential integration of ICT solutions within business models also leads to
a great degree of inefficiency. This scenario is compounded by the fact that there are a large
number of competitive ICT products and services available on the market, which causes a great
deal of confusion to companies with limited ICT literacy and capacities. In addition, the high cost
of acquiring and maintaining ICT solutions further creates barriers to their adoption.

Governments could assist in creating awareness and reducing the psychological barriers to ICT
acquisition by showcasing SME success stories, best practices, and benefits gained through ICT
adoption. By clearly demonstrating the modern systems approaches to ICT/business 
integration, the failure rate of ICT adoption by SMEs can be reduced. For example,
Enterprise-wide Business Process Management (EBPM), representing the third wave of Business
Process Management, is a deliberate and collaborative approach to systematically manage all of
a company's business processes. It facilitates seamless integration of ICT solutions into a 
business model. In addition, business approaches such as Business Technology Management
(BTM), an emerging management science grounded in research and practice, demonstrate
methods to unify decision-making from the boardroom to the ICT project team.

SPECIFIC POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR GOVERNMENTS

53 Chacko, J. G., and Harris, G.‘ICT and Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises in Asia Pacific – Size Does Matter’, in Journal of IT for 
Development (New Jersey: Wiley Periodicals, March 2005).

54 Ibid.

 



Specific actions that governments could consider exploring are:

4 Providing financial or non-financial support to business organizations that promote best 
practices in the field of ICT/business integration;

4 Organizing annual Business-Technology Alignment Award programmes;
4 Generating and promoting SME success stories, emphasizing benefits gained from 

ICT adoption and integration; and
4 Providing financial and non-financial support to Software as a Service (SaaS) firms that 

give SMEs access to latest software without incurring high up-front capital costs.

Strengthen ICT literacy and build capacity in the alignment of business
and ICT strategies.

The lack of ICT literacy is a major problem affecting all sectors of the economy in every part of
the world. When business and technology are managed on two different tracks, companies
spend a large part of their revenues on technology, and most of them are not satisfied with the
return on their investment. Such expensive failures have led many observers to question
whether ICT can ever produce a defensible long-term competitive advantage. While any 
business today should take full account of the impact of advances in ICT, the organization’s ICT
strategy should be dominated by its business vision and strategic direction. Business principles,
from which ICT implications can be drawn, should form the basis of the organization’s ICT 
policies and investment guidelines. One commonly used methodology is the ICT/Business
Alignment Cycle, which introduces a simple framework that the ICT organization can adopt to
manage a broad range of activities. The four phases of the cycle are: plan, model, manage, and
measure.

Governments could assist by organizing capacity building workshops targeted to SMEs and
focusing on the following:

4 Ensuring that ICT investments focus on the real needs of the business;
4 Enabling more effective communication between business and ICT functions at 

a strategic level;
4 Ensuring that the ICT function plays an appropriate role in creating value within the 

business; and  
4 Establishing an Internet-based advisory or e-coaching service on advanced ICT solutions,

ICT/business integration practices, establishment of virtual offices, and virtual 
business units.

Create enabling environments for the adoption and growth of ICT firms.

The third and final recommendation revolves around the role for governments to create
enabling environments for the adoption and growth of ICT firms. Such firms would be able to
develop and design customized software and services that respond to the localized needs, and
downstream requirements of SMEs. As the marketplace is a highly competitive area, possible
actions to reduce market-entry barriers for start-up ICT firms could include:

4 Establishing and supporting business incubators that specialize in growing ICT firms;
4 Establishing business parks for ICT firms;
4 Providing financial and non-financial incentives to start-up ICT firms; and
4 Providing tax incentives to SMEs that buy ICT products and services from local firms.

It can be concluded that developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region have a tremendous
potential for rapid and sustainable economic and social development by leveraging the 
potential of ICT and applying it appropriately within the SME sector.

However, governments must continue to play an active role in encouraging and promoting the
use of ICT while ensuring that coherent enabling policies are in place, and that capacity 
building and skills development are fostered in order to attain national socio-economic goals,
for the benefit of the wider population.

Specific Policy Recommendations for Governments 23
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